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Secretary General Stoltenberg,  

NATO Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Ministers of Defence and Permanent Representatives, 

 

Re: chemtrails and geopolitics 

NATO’s stated purpose is to safeguard the freedom and security of its 28 members through political and 

military means under the principle of collective defence, which is enshrined in Article 5 of the 

Washington Treaty.   

Since 1995, however, NATO’s unstated purpose is to conduct aerial spraying operations across the skies 

of its 28 member countries, and many of the 41 countries that are NATO partners through various 

cooperation programs.   

These aerial spraying operations, commonly known as chemtrails or geoengineering, have three primary 

geopolitical objectives – climate change mitigation, depopulation, and missile defence – which is why 

their existence is being denied, and two secondary side benefits, namely disposal of industrial waste from 

coal burning power plants and chemical factories, and disposal of mildly radioactive material from 

decommissioned nuclear weapons and spent fuel rods from civilian nuclear facilities.   

Contrary to ongoing misinformation efforts, these aerial spraying operations are not intended to alter the 

climate but, quite the contrary, to prevent the climate from changing from the current stable state to a 

future unstable state that would make agriculture impossible and spell the end of human civilization.   

The climate change mitigation objective is accomplished by seeding artificial clouds made of coal ash to 

increase the atmosphere’s albedo effect and thus refract sunlight back into space, and by dispersing 

Welsbach materials obtained from decommissioned nuclear weapons and waste to enable the heat trapped 

in the atmosphere by greenhouse gasses to escape so the targets set by the Paris Agreement are met and 

global warming kept below 2°C.   

The depopulation objective is accomplished by increasing the presence of heavy metals in the 

environment to weaken the immune system and thus speed up the demise of the baby boom generation so 

the elderly who now make up 25% of the population of the developed world do not increase to 50%, as 

projected, and to shorten the lifespan of the general population to an economically desirable 70 to 75 

years so that governments and corporations can meet their retirement obligations and the demographic 

transition / depopulation genocide can be completed.  

And the missile defence objective is accomplished by exciting the particulate matter sprayed in the 

ionosphere through chemtrails with high-powered radio frequency so as to interfere with the electronic 

guidance systems of enemy ballistic nuclear weapons and intercept them to provide a shield against 

potential attacks by intercontinental ballistic missiles and submarine-launched ballistic missiles.   

http://www.nato.int/nato-welcome/index.html
http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/51288.htm
http://unfccc.int/paris_agreement/items/9485.php
http://real-agenda.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/KILLING-US-SOFTLY2.pdf
https://www.mda.mil/


All three objectives are necessary but can be accomplished by other means and without destroying human 

health, the genetic and intellectual endowment of mankind, billions of genetic lineages, the social 

contract, the rule of law, and the credibility and legitimacy of the state.   

To make sure that the world’s geopolitical objectives are accomplished by legitimate means, I am coming 

to Brussels on May 8 and I will stay in Brussels until the international system and by extension NATO 

begin to change their ways so that: 

(1) the climate protection objective is accomplished by an accelerated program of decarbonization 

and the chemtrailing stops; 

(2) the depopulation objective is accomplished by legislating replacement level fertility, assisted 

suicide, and optimal population levels and all covert methods of depopulation cease; 

(3) and the collective defence objective is accomplished by global political consensus through a 

Planetary Wellbeing Authority with sole jurisdiction over planetary security prerogatives so that 

military bullying, nuclear weapons and the arms race are relegated to the past.   

The first step towards a change of course with respect to climate change mitigation is to force you, 

NATO’s High Command, to bring the chemtrail program out in the open and subject it to oversight by 

any and all interested NGOs and to full public disclosure as to what is being sprayed, why it is necessary, 

and what are the consequences to humans and the environment.  An incipient effort in this respect is 

being attempted by Harvard’s Solar Geoengineering Research Program, but unless it discards the pretense 

it will lead nowhere, as neither will current efforts to get the public to accept chemtrails, such as the 

report by the Kiel Institute for the World Economy.   

The first step towards a change of course with respect to depopulation is to force the UN system and 

national governments to provide full disclosure about covert methods in use now and in the past and to 

initiate population control legislation so that sustainability can be accomplished through ethical and legal 

means.  So far, the system has opened the door to this knowledge by allowing my work to be accessible to 

the public at www.stopdepop.org, but no official admission has been forthcoming other than a timid 

attempt by Pope Francis that was immediately buried.   

And the first step towards a change of course with respect to international security is to create a Planetary 

Wellbeing Authority and allow it to ban and decommission all nuclear weapons and to dissolve the 

standing armies of the world’s nation states so that the human and natural resources now wasted on 

military posturing and conflict can be redirected towards peaceful and constructive endeavors.  A first 

effort towards a nuclear weapons ban is being attempted by ICAN, but it cannot succeed without first 

creating a global authority with the proper mandate to impose such a ban.   

As it is, NATO stands in the way of all three objectives.  The world cannot meet its decarbonization goals 

so long as the military-industrial complex consumes the largest share of fossil fuels and has the biggest 

and most unsustainable carbon footprint of any organization on earth.  The world cannot meet its 

depopulation goals so long as the military-industrial complex insists on continuing the culture of death 

because it is in the business of death and is the main provider of death and its funding depends on 

effectively killing mankind’s reproductive and immune systems.  And the world cannot meet its security 

goals so long as 21
st
 century problems are addressed by 20

th
 century institutions with 19

th
 century 

responses.   

https://geoengineering.environment.harvard.edu/
https://www.ifw-members.ifw-kiel.de/publications/the-role-of-affect-in-attitude-formation-toward-new-technologies-the-case-of-stratospheric-aerosol-injection/kwp-2024-rev
http://www.stopdepop.org/
https://www.academia.edu/24013813/Communication_with_the_Holy_See_4_April_2016_
https://www.academia.edu/24013813/Communication_with_the_Holy_See_4_April_2016_
http://www.icanw.org/campaign-news/draft-un-resolution-to-ban-nuclear-weapons-in-2017/


Yes, progress has been made since the last world war and NATO can claim some of the credit.   

Why wage war on other nations and people and lock the world in perpetual conflict when we can all wage 

war on the underlying causes that lead to conflict, namely uncontrolled procreation and unequal 

distribution of vital natural resources.   

Waging war on fertility, and even on longevity, is far more civilized then conventional war whose sole 

aim has always been to kill as many people as necessary to bring the population back down and within the 

available resources.  And keeping the channels of international trade open and free so that all nations can 

access vital natural resources at a price dictated by supply and demand is a far more equitable and 

reasonable way to prevent conflict over resources.   

The program of population control has been a success in that it put an end to wars of aggression and 

spared untold millions of young men from death in the trenches by bullets, bayonets and bombs.  It 

allowed mankind to get ahead of the curve demographically and economically and to be in control of 

history rather than at its mercy.  And the program of globalization has also been a success in that it put an 

end to the era of military aggression and colonialism by protecting the right to national self-determination 

and opening a path to global prosperity.    

As a result, my parents’ generation, my generation and my children’s generation have not only 

experienced the greatest prosperity but are the first in history to have been spared military conscription 

and the horrors of war.  Men no longer die in the trenches but in hospital rooms and they no longer die in 

their twenties, thirties and forties, thus in the flower of their lives, but in their sixties, seventies and 

eighties.  And they die not of wounds inflicted by conventional weapons of war, but of chronic illnesses 

caused by mass poisoning through the adulteration of the basic elements of life with endocrine disruptors.  

This is progress, but we can do better than that and we must do better because the medicine has become 

more bitter than the disease, due to the fact that the damage done by covert chemical and biological 

methods of depopulation is cumulative and therefore gets worse from generation to generation and has 

come to threaten the very survival of the species because it is irreparably harming our reproductive and 

immune systems and downgrading our genetic and intellectual endowments to a point where our children 

will all be vegetables in another generation or two.   

We cannot go back to the past and the old ways and we cannot hang on to the status quo because both 

lead to our death.   

As the world’s foremost agent of change I ask that you grow up and leave behind childish things, self-

serving interests and barbaric attitudes.  

I did not spend a year in jail and face 8 imprisonments and indictments and dozens of false charges only 

to see an acceleration and intensification of the war on fertility and immunity.  We made a deal during my 

fifth imprisonment, that I lead the way and show the direction of change while you dictate the pace.  I 

lived up to my end of the bargain.  It is time you live up to yours.   

And I did not refuse three offers for my silence only to witness how NATO and Russia are coordinating 

their actions to lock the world in genocide or worse return the world to war.   



You are paid to protect us from foreign enemies and fend off invasions.  Nowhere in your mandate does it 

say that you are to wage war on our fertility and immunity, thus on the very people who pay you to 

protect them and who are all civilians.  You have turned your profession upside down and your military 

values inside out and I know you are not happy with this.   

On the other hand, why should military men continue to wage war to protect the prejudices and nastiness 

of the masses that amass to collective forms of selfishness and bigotry? 

And why should men in the flower of their lives continue to die by the millions to defend the ignorance 

and selfishness of the collective, and the delusions of nationalism and ethnicity? 

No, you should not, which is why I ask that you stand tall against ignorance and don’t capitulate to it.  

And that you become torchbearers of truth and don’t hide behind lies and the veil of secrecy.   

You are the guys with the big guns.  I am unarmed and I confront ignorance unarmed and unafraid.  Yet 

you are armed to the teeth and hide from ignorance behind secrecy. That is not behavior worthy of men 

who are supposed to live by the code of courage and honor.   

The enemies of the 21
st
 century are not fertility and longevity but ignorance, greed and secrecy.  Let us 

wage war on them.  Stop waging war on us.  We can limit fertility and longevity on our own and we can 

fight greed together so long as you free the truth.   

That is NATO’s new purpose. 

That is honor and courage.   

Embody them! 


